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PREfACE 

"Bluntly, cargo cult is one of the great barriers that 

impede the advancement of the people. It must go if progress 

is to be achieved. But the changing of men's minds is a sloH 

process; a steD forHard in the changing is the recognition and 

admission on our part that intricate belief systems such as 

cargo cult exist. You cannot figh~c Hi th yOUi:' head in the sand. II 

(in Lavrrence> 1964: viii) 

cT. K. HcCarthy 
District Officer 
Territory of Papua and Ne'rl Guine~l 
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INTRODUCTION 

Cargo cults in NeVI Guinea have been an'imnediment to economic 

development for the better part of a century. As such, they are one 

of the most pressing problemB of a territory VIhich is noV! attempting 

to integl'ate itself Hi th a modern cash economy, a necessary step for 

eventual self sufficiency. 

There is much confusion about Cargo cults. l--1any people do not 

knoH vlhat they are. Those Vlho do knol'l, disagl'ee among themselves. 

Resultantly the administration of EeH Gui.nea is sometimes in a quandr',' 

as to how to react to them. 

In this paper I have tried to draH wh3t I see as distinctions 

betHeen Cargo cults, \'lhich are usually atavistic and as such incomnat

ible "lith economic development, and Cargo movcr.1ents, Hhich may have 

characteristics of Cargo cults but Hhich ar'e com')atible Hi th the goals 

of economic development. 

I suggest that all Cargo cults have begun as Cargo movements, 

and j)ro!)ose that one of the variables Hhich might influence the chan~e 

from movement to cult is that of jndigenOl.is and rllropean vah!es of 

time. A transitional Melanesian society which is successful in a 

Cargo movement leading to further economic clevelomnent will, I pro')ose, 

maintai.n traditional Eelanesian time in the pattern-maintenance and 

integrative subsysteJ.1s, Hhile assimila tim~ European long·-term flltur'e 

time in the economy and polity. A society -Hhieh chooses Cargo cult 
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will not only maintain t'lelanesian time values, but \.,rill so heighten 

the avlareness of 11elanesian time as to make it a part of the Cargo 

cult ideology. 

I am concerned in this paper with transitional ~1elanesia, those 

peoples "1ho have experienced Hhite contact, eitheY' direct 01' indirect, 

but Hho have not yet completely accepted,a modern cash economy, for 

it is only Hith these peoples that Ca~go cults occur. 

I make the assumption that the assimilation of a vlestern cash 

economy by Helanesians is inevitable. Although this may not necessar

ily be good, it is VIhat He have to Hork vlith. To survive, ~·1elanesia 

Hill be forced into the world economy; the only alternative is to keep 

11elanesians in a zoo. Since this is so, I am concerned Hith ways to 

implement Hhat I see as eventually necessary culture change. Cargo 

cults are not comDatible Hith economic development; they do not aid 

the native in coping Hith his problems of culture contact. Cargo 

movements are a viable means of integrating the ~1elanesian hito the 

Hor1d economy .. 

I have borrowed from BUT'ridge (1960) the distinc·tion neti-/een simp

ly the material goods sought by a Cargo cult or Cargo movement, cargo 

Hith a small 'c', and the plethora of symbols and meanings associated 

Hith the Cargo cult or Cargo movement, Cargo "lith a capital 'C'. 
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DESCRIPTION OF CARGO CULT 

In the year of 1885 on the island of Fiji, one Navosavakandua 

Has seized by vlhi te police and incarcerated. The ci~ime > for which 

he himself expected the death sentence--cargoisrn. Navosavakandua Has 

the leader of a cult called the Tuka cult, and his cI'ime Has the preach-

ing of a millenial doctrine. It had been mystically revealed to him 

that the ancestors Here to return to Fiji, the faithful Hould enter 

I1buro:to yula. the Glorious Paradise, the old lands Hould be restored, 

the shops Hould be filled vlith calico, tinnec. goods, and other European 

goods, and the shi te gover'nment officials, tradel's, and missionaries 

would be dr·iven into the sea. Navosavakandua 's Tuka cult is the first 

reported instance of the phenomenon of Car·go cult, Vlhich later Has to 

flourish among transitional peoples of Melanesia. 

One of the most vlell-knoHn Cargo cults Has firs·t reported in 

1919 by F. E. Hilliams, Hho pub1 ished a full report on liThe VailalCl. 

Badness;: in 1923. Describing one of the cultists, lflilliams \vrites 

that: 

He continually rolled his eyes and uttered ex
clamations, Hhich the onlookers said Here unintel
ligible to them. Hhen taken inside, he stood 
peering up into the roof. Subsequently he became 
quiet and Hent dovm among the people, where he 
seemed to bear a leading part in the dancing that 
\vas going on. (1923: 5) 

This demonstl'ation os 'madness' Has knot.-m by the natives them-

selves as "head-he-go-round'; described as a sensation Ilall-a-same 
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g;inger beer". (Ibid: 8) In addition to individual and group possession, 

the cult followers used lIa pole of considerable length and weight, with 

a knob on the end which usually ShovIS that the pole has been used in 

the manner of a battering rami:. (Ibid: 33) This pole, developed fr'om 

traditional divinatory techniques, vlas carried by as many as six men 

and ·was used primarily in cases of theft or similar offences, ltlhen the 

pole would take on a life of its own and, after mu.ch manoeuvering, 

would eventually point out the guilty party. 

vlhy all this interest in ferreting out guilt? Because when all 

the villagers had become morally pure, a large steamer creHed by their 

ancestors Hould visit them. This shiD would be loaded with gifts of 

European goods--tobacco, calico, knives, axes, tinn.ed goods, and the 

like. This cargo vIas to be allo·tted to vapious villages, and the 

people would knoH which Has theirs by markings on tbe packages. In 

earlier versions of the belief, the steamer' Has to have on board a 

consignment of rifles which were to be used to drive the\\'hites out 

of the distr'ict. 

The spirit crew of this steamer>, ancestors abd deceased relatives 

of the Vailala natives, would no longep have black skin; rather they 

would be white. But these neH white men would stand in a much dif

ferent relationship to the natives than the whites they currently kneVT, 

for rather than being exploitative strangers, the whites would nm·l 

be their friends, and as friends would stand in a morally equal rel

ationship with them. 
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These ancestors were to be contacted by the use of flag poles. 

Williams states: -

The main function of the flagpole has been mentioned: 
there are certain individuals who can receive 
messages from the dea.d thl~ough its agency. A 
group of men singing vigorously at the foot 'of 
one of these poles were unable to explain, or, I 
believe, understand Hhat they were singing: 
something carne dov-In the flagpole into the ground, 
up into the belly of the leader, and thence into and 
out of his mouth: all the rest were following his 
lead. (Ibid: 23) 

Another feature of this cult was the erection of special cult 

houses, E-h~~ ui:!_ (hot houses). These usually stood in the center 

of the village, but Here not much diffel"ent from the ordinary dVlelling 

house; and theil" function might have been missed by the c2.sual visitor. 

The houses were closed and \.,rere used only by cult members, to whom 

Hilliams refers as "Automaniacs f
•• (Ibid: 4) These houses Here used 

as places of communication Hith the dead. In order to contact the 

spirits, the 'leader ";ould sit on the verandah of the ~J:2ea_ ~iv_ (im-· 

itating the Hhite man?) until he felt certain sensations in his belly· 

which indicated the presence of the denarted ones. 

In addition to· the ahea uiv, tables and benches THere constructed 
----- --

for mortual"y feasts. The feasts themselves Here traditional; the 

addition Has the Hhite man's Hay of sitting at the feast. Hilliams 

notes that men Hould "endure" sitting at a table only for these 

snecial feasts. (Ibid: 19) 

Although I Hould take a fe.t! grains of salt '-lith Hilliams I analysis 

of the V2.ilala Hadness (He sDeaks, for instance, of the "mental 

instability of the natives". Ibid: 13), the facts of the cult man-
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ifestation are indisputable.(l) Fpom the Vailala Badness VIe can see a 

general pattern of Cargo cult activity VIhich has persisted in Melanesia 

to the present d-3.Y. First, there is a message 01' revelation to a 

prophet from ancestral spirits. This message Hill contain promises of 

a millennium, usually including both spiritual bliss throm;h a return 

to lthe good old daysl of the mythical past and material goods of 

European origin, the vaunted cargo. The promise of a millennium will 

be made good only if certain actions are taken and certain beliefs either 

instilled or restored. These actions usually involve a ser;i.es of complex 

ri tuals vrhich must be carried out before the millennium i·Jill come. 

1. I Has interested to find a native analysis of Hilliams 1 report of 
the Vaila1a Badness \-lritten by Albert i1aopi Kiki of Orokolo . 

. "Hi11ianis seems to think that the main purpose of the Vailala 
Madness HaS to obtain cargo. Cargo may have come into it, but 
the main purpose of all this strcinge behaviour Has an attempt to 
contact the dead. Elma people believe that Hhen Iko first \'lent 
and found the land of the dead, Hh€l'e all the de-3.d people go and 
Ii ve, he dropped a mirage behind him, so that no living person ivould 
ever be able to find him. During the Vaila1a ~Jadness, people 
believed that they might be able to break through this mirage if 
they could go t~1rough some kind of cleansing process by destroying 
all their magic and ritual obj ects and by confessing to crinles, 
real or imaginary. 

Hilliams claims that the disease died out because the govern
ment ar'f'ested the leaders. But 'the old people of Oro}(olo claim 
that the villagers themselves turned against them. Those not 
affected hy the madness tOO}, revenge for the seduction of their 
\-lives, and they performed Dowepful magic that killed the leaders 
of the movement. (Kiki " 1968; 102) 
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DEFINITION OF CARGO CULT 

The term 'Cargo cult' has come into acceptance without, it 

seems any peal agreement on any of the most basic of definitions--

Cargo cult is Cargo cult because it is a cult (here we run into 

additional problems) and because it is somehoH or other concerned 

with what in NeH-t1elanesian is called kag~. 

The literature is not too helpful to the neophyte working his 

way through the m01'ass of material published on Cargo cults. One 

wonders at times if indeed there is any such. thing as Cargo cult. 

There are many different forms of social movements Hhich have been 

classed as Cargo cults. CcL Brown, 1968) It might actually be 

possible to separate these movements, such that no one viOuld be 

like any other, in Hhich case the whole concept of Cargo cult would 

be meaningless. But such splitting Hould of itself serve no useful 

purpose. 

He must be careful, hOHever, to recognize that there is no one 

valid moJel for Cargo cults, and that any generalizations concerninr; 

them must be most tenuous. As Peter Horsley 'darns, in the neH int1'o-

duction to his historical compendium, Th~ Trum.?et Shall Sound: 

The cults are not simple systems of thought, nor 
are they unitary systems of thought \"Ihich contain 
no internal problems of interp~{'etation and choice. 
A vihole spectrum of organizational choices and al
tcrnativ0~; presents itself .. ' .. There is not a single 
cult with a single internally consistent and un-
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equivocal body of belief, but \·Thole sets and series 
of diverse and often competing attempts to in
stitutionalize particular Hays of acting out what 
different interpreters of the beliefs read as the 
implications of _these beliefs for action. (1968: lxii) 

Howard Kaminski, summarizing the work of Sylvia Thrupp!s conference 

to find a causative determinant: 

If He bear in mind the kind of causative factors 
that were considered at the conference--anxiety, 
sense of deprivation, social suffering, etc.--
He must admit that in no case is it even remotely 
possible to deduce the movement from any single 
factor, any group of factors, or any definable degree 
of intensity of such factors. (in Thrupp, 1962: 215) 

Several writers, nevertheless, have atte:npted to draH from the 

vast body of mater·ial on the subject, common characteristics attribut-

able to the Cargo cult. Raymond Fir-th, although he has not found 

Cargo cults in Tikopia (and lucidly explains Hhy this is so) attempts 

to define the phenomenon of Car>go cult so that he can talk about its 

non-existence. 

It seems to me fairly obvious to assume that cargo 
cults tend to arise as a result of several factors 
in operation together: a markedly uneven relation 
1eb-Teen a system of wants and the means of their 
satisfaction: a very limited tech71ical knoHledge 
of hOH to improve conditions; specific blocks or 
barriers to that improvement by poverty of natural 
resources or opposed political interests. What 
constitutes a cult is a systematized series of op
erations to secure the means of satisfaction by 
non-technical methods. (Firth, 1955: 130) 

This is the traditional economists' definition, and assuming that 

He accept traditional economists! definitions, this one vTorks. The 
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trouble vlith it, as far as I am concerned, is that it is difficult to 

impose the idea of a \'lestern economy and the terms used to analyze 

Western economy upon non-Ylestern peoples vlith non-Ylestern economies. 

'Non-technical' is an ambiguous term. Given Firth's definition, He 

must assume ~hat every non-technical means of satisfying certain 

Ylants is going to be Cargo cult. As only one example, suppose that 

group A Hants guns. It does not have the technology to manufacture 

guns. So in a 'systematized series of operations' it proceeds to 

steal guns from whites i-lho have them. Are they then members of a 

Cargo cult? 

Or let us take ancther example. Hhereas the Hord 'technical' has 

certain connotations for Hesterners, it might have entirely different 

connotations for a Nelanesian. Hhat \'wuld fir-th do ",ith the statement 

made by LaHrence (1964: 29) that I!Thus man (the Garia) regarded religion 

as above all a technology". 

A r:lore viable definition of Cargo ct-lit is made by Stanner, (1953: 

63~tf) who absTracts six J;elements structured into cult form". I have 

taken the liberty of condensing Stann8r's presentation; the folloHing 

points are his \'lOrds but not his sentences" 

1. Leadership: Cargo cults have ,leaders Hho are 
usuallynot traditional headm~n; these leaders are 
of unusual personality. These leaders are men. 

Further study has shovll1 that Cargo cults have been led by women as 

well as men, but Stanner"should not be faulted on this point. His 

observation of the lack of traditional headmen as cult leaders is most 

interesting. It mif,;ht be argued from this point that Cargo cult leadep-
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ship is ahlays '1ttained by men unable to galn traditional status, 

either through a breakdOl<ln of traditional means of attaining leader-

ship or inability of the leader to operate within the existing frame-

wopk. Stanner's third criterion of cult leaders as having 'unusual 

personality' seems to be redundant. Definitionally, a leader ,<Till 

differ from his followers and hence will be unusual. 

2. Contact with the spirit world: Contact is made 
through visim1s-:- dreal~s, swoons-:- fits, seizur'es, 
symbolic deaths and restorations, all seen as in
variably mystical. 

It should be noted, hmTever, that these mystical contacts with the 

spirit world are by no means limi-ted to participants in Cargo cult 

activities. Rather, this type of spiritualism is quite characteristic 

of indigenous Nelanesian religions. 

3. arders~11al.,ters, etc.: Participants are given system
atic instruction with sanctions against non-participation. 
Sanctions include positive moralistic exhortations and/or 
negative iconoclastic demands such as the abandonment of 
old ways. 

This point is Hell taken, primarily because it is fairly all-encompassing. 

I think we might say that these orders, charters, etc., ape strong in-

dications of a desipe for change, and this point, rather than the mech-

anism of indication of this desire, should be the one emnhasized. 

1+. Prophecies: The prophet will ppedict the arrival 
of a shlp-or-olane sent by the spipits or ancestors 
with a cargo of non-traditional vlealth for the natives. 
Sending of money is not reported. 

These prophecies are Hhat give the Cargo cults their millenarian aspect. 

It should be noted, hOi·rever, that although Cargo cults have been des-

cribed as millenarian (Lanternari, 1963; Hopsley, 1968), there is no 
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reference to the millenarian period of 1000 years. On the contrary, 

cargo is predicted for the immediate future. That the cargo is com-

posed of non-traditional vlealth is important in tel'ms of its inc~ication 

of a desire for economic and consequent social equality Hith the poss-

essors of this non-traditional (European) wealth. Later work has 

shovlD Stanner to be \Tt:'ong as far as the ommission of money as cargo 

is concerned. As only one example) BUl'l'idge (1954: 245) reports the 

mystical arrival of a five pound note as a precursor to much more 

European cash cargo. 

5. Hass demonstrations: Common features are al
legedly 'hysterlcal-or~ccentric actions. 

The most common of these actions seems to be a kind of possession or 

trance either by one member' of the group or simultaneously by many, 

which is akin to the 'shaking! of many other mystical sects such as 

the Shakers of the American NorthHest coast or the Shaking Quakers of 

Germany, England, and America. 

6. Symbolic Europeanisrn: EurODean articles and 
fOl'ms of organization are widely used. 

Stanner calls this a kind of vlish fulfillment, or achievement by fan-

tasy. It might also be argued that the reason for symbolic European-

ism is that the indigenous religions are materialistic, involving the 

use of ritual whic,h) Hhen proDerly perf.ormed, Hill automatically ensure 

the cooperation of the spirits. Symbolic Europeanism may be seen as 

an a'ttempt to copy Europ,ean ritual Hhich, to 11elanesian thinking, 

should produce European goods. 

Jarvie, in his superb philosophical analysis, The Revolution in 
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Anthro~}og~_, elaborates on-the points of Stanner, noting, however, 

tha-t "I stress different things from Stanner, and express them ver~ 

differently". (Jarvie, 19611-: 6L~) 

1. Le~~_ershil2.: In the question of leadership, Jal'vie emphasizes 

that the cult is usually founded and led by a si~..r;le prophet, an im

portant point- overlooked by Stanner. f'or Stamler's "unusual personali ty", 

Jarvie substitutes "charismatic personality", noting that this is mere-

ly a descriptive term and- should not be equated with the often rejected 

notion of "charisma'! as an explanatory device. Jarvie notes that the 

leaders (his term is Ilprophets") have no special social standing in 

the society prior to the cult. 

2. Educatio~..:f pr02hets: Jarvie's second point might be subsumed 

under the first. IlProphets'are, like everyone else in their society, 

hardly educated and often seriously misinformed about the workings of 

Hestern society outside of t-1elanesia.!1 (Ibid: 65) I might add to 

this that most prophets, it seems, have had more contact with Hestern 

society than their folloHers; quite often a cult prophet will have 

Harked for Europeans, through the missions, the-government, or the 

plantations. As a result of this contact, he will be in a position of 

closel' contact than his folloHers, and therefore has the advantage of 

~ppc:arin~_ to understand the Horkings of Hestern society better than 

his follm'-lers. 

3. European ~itua~: Jarvie's third point is virtually the same 

as the sixth point made by Stanner--all the cults borrol'l European 

IIr ituals ll of one sort or another, both secular and religious. This 
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point is a bit arbitrary; we recognize as cults only those which bor-

rO\-1 European ritual. Jarvie rightly does not belabor the point that 

vlhen European ritual is used, European ends are expected. 

4. Beliefs: "The neH beliefs are grafted onto older local be-

I liefs. 1l This is much the same point made by Stanner Hhen he speaks of 

contact Hith the spirit world. The emphasis of Jarvie's statement be-

longs on the word 'local' Hhich is conspicuously absent in Stanner's 

presentation. 

5. The millennium: Cargo cults predict the coming of a millennium 

in the near future. This millennium ,-rill include material things in 

the forro of non-traditional (European) goods as Hell as spiritual re-

generation ~ including change in the black-white pO'.-ler structure. The 

time factor is significant; there are no reports of millermial prophecies 

for the distant future. 

6. Cult manifestations: Jarvie speaks of '!organized act ivityll; 

Stanner of !!mass demonstration H
• Both agree on symptoms of l!mass 

hysteria!! as Hell as more organized,·or formalized, activity such as 

the building of warehou.ses, air-strips, wharfs, etc. 

7 _, Place: A point not ment ioned by Stanner: IIThey nearly al-

vlays take place in colonialized areas Hhich are economically under-

developed, highly isolated, politically acephalous and, on the whole, 

not given to violent resistance to white rule.1! (Ibid: 66) Jarvie 

explains aHay Berndt's (1952) report of a cult lTI the Nevi Guinea 

Highlands Hhich occurred before vlhite cont~ct, by a simple diffusion 

of ideas and behaviour. I disagree with Jarvie on only one point: 
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almost all of New Guinea is charactel,ized by economic underdevelop-

ment, isolation, lack of chiefs, and passive resistance to white rule. 

I would prefer the more simple statement that Cargo cults occur only 

among transitional peoples. 

8. Christia"n.influence: Jarvie's last point, also unmentioned 

by Stanner, is that there have nearly alvlays been attempts to Chris-

tianize the natives by the missionaries. Again I would question the 

usefulness of this statement as a distinctive characteristic of Cargo 

cults. It seems to me from a limited reading in t1elanesian area ethno-

logy that the missions are quite ubiquitous. Perhaps more to the 

point would be a statement that cults alv.ay_s_ occur as a result of 

white contact, either direct or indirect, and that the missionaries 

are often the Vlhites doing the contaci:ing. Although fil'st contact 

is often made by patrols, these a~_'e temporary, vlith a limited ex-

change of ideas behleen natives and wilites, Vlhereas the missionar·ies 

are often the first \,hites actually in contact ~'Tith the natives. 
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STANDARD D'ISTINCTIONS BEn-TEEN CULT AND NOVEHENT 

Many writers do not differentiate between Cargo cult and 

Cargo movement. Burridge, for instance, says: "Cargo movements ... 

also called Cargo cults ... 1f (1960: xv) Harding calls Cargo activit-

ies in Sio IIcargo movements ll
• (1967: 1) Lawrence calls similar 

activities in the Southern Nandang District IIcargo cults ll
• (196!~: 1) 

I am more inclined, hm-lever, to accept the vieNs of those who do 

choose to distinguish Cargo cult from other similar social movements. 

This distinction is no mel"e academic compartmentalization, but may 

serve a useful purpose in the analysis of and reaction to Cargo cults. 

liThe trouble isll, says Stanner (1958: 7), 'Ythat all. sequences 

of events studied by anthropology arc 'movements' in being direction-· 

al towards ends mediated by objects. 1I So all cults are movements. 

But the obverse is not at all true. Judy Inglis) reacting to Stannel', 

st~tes one set of limitations. 

Within the rag-hag collection of so-called Inativistic 
movements I I should Hish to limit the name Icarr:;o 
cult' to those in Hhich European-style Health is 
sought by certain actions, performed at the behest 
of a prophet, and intended to influence the spirits. 
'Novement' has been widely used to group together 
a lrlide variety of phenomena and Hithin this group' 
distinctions may and should be drawn. (1959: 155) 

Although Inglis! limitations are good, the criterion I Hould 

isolate as unique to Cargo cult is that of the influence of the 

spirits. Paula Brovm (1963: 165) supports this view Hhen she notes 

that of the six points mentioned by Stamler as characteristic of 
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Cargo cult, all but that of contact vdth the spirit world are also 

characteristic of other social movements. 

Margaret Head (1964: 196) also sees a necessary distinction 

between Cargo cults and I'another innovative form of social behaviour 

which may be called a I movement I. It Her criteria of Cargo cult are -

much the same "as" those of Inglis and Brown. I!CarB,o cults depend on 

supernatural means of bringing about an immediate utopia, ?nd thrJve9 

on dreams, visions, and suggestability. In contrast, movements dep

ended on politico-economic means of realization.1! (lbid: 198) 

It should be noted that this "supernatural means of bringing 

about an immediate utopia '! does not necessarily imply a different

iation betHeen cult and movement on the basis of religious versus 

non-religious means. There are many religious mO\Tements which cannot 

be classed with cargo cults. A religious movement may, in this case, 

use entirely pragmatic means to satisfy this desir'e for utopia. If, 

on the other hand, a religious movem'3nt bases itself on the premise 

that ends (in this case specificallj Cargo) are to b~ ~chi~V~d"~n

!i~ely through supernatur'al means, then I would feel justified in 

calling it a cult. There is an additional problem-"here--in what sense 

do He use the WOl'Q I entirely r? Certainly every Cargo cult has cer

tain ritualized activity which is intended at least in part to be com

munication ivith the supel~natural. It might be argued that this act

ivity is then pragmatic, in which case ends are attained by a combin

ation of supernatural and human means. I vlould resolve this question 

by noting that cult activity, the human means, is ahlays directed 
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intransi tively tOHards the supernat.Ul~al, and it is always recognized 

that the supernatural and not the human element lS that vlhich is ult-

imately responsible for the satisfaction of desired ends. 

There is, then, one distinction widely recognized in the lit-

erature on Cargo cults: a cult Vlill utilize supernatural means 

whereas a movement will use pY',agmatic means to attain similar ends. 
/ 

Stannel", re-analyzing his .ovm data, elaborates on this theme and 

provides us with a secondary criterion fol" the distinction. 

I have suggested that the distinction be made 
by visualizing the cult as the activity of a com
bination Ol" a coalition. These are the forms ,'lhich 
one or the other side, Ol" the sides sevel"ally, may 
Clssume in an association. He cannot use the VloY'd 
'group' operationally unless combinative and as
sociational groups. are distinguished. Hhat es
pecially characterizes cult gY'oups is that, because 
of the nature of the alter and the object, no 
association can form. The group's activity is, 
so to speak intransitive a.nd must the1"efol"e be 
symbolic andexpressive,' not manipUlative or 
functional. (1958: 9) 

Burridge (1960: 32) makes much the same point: "Let us say 

that the participants of a Cargo movement (I would substitute the 

more pa.rticular term 'cult') are attempting to find particular and 

l"elevant symbols Hhich ...:ill exuress certain'conflicts and the ideal 

solutions to them.!! 

The intransitive nature of the Cargo cult is less valid as a 

means of actually determining the state of mind of a given people 

vrhich Viill be reflected l}.1 their activiU.es. Hmv, in the field, 

would it be possible to decide Vihether an action is symbolic or 

manipulative? The question becomes more acute Vlhen we realize 
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that an action which is seen as symbolic for a European may not 

necessarily be so for a Helanesian. For this reason, although I 

find Stanner's distinction valid, it see~s to have a more appropriate 

place in post~fact~ analysis. 

By noting that the ends of Cargo cult and Cargo movement are 

similar, I have restricted my own concept of movement. It is 

/ 
certainly possible to find socio-political movements in New Guinea 

(Nead Hould call them lImodernization movements" (1964: 197)) which 

have goals far removed from those of Cargo cult. But it is fairly 

easy to distinguish these movements from Cargo cults. A confusion 

arises only when cult and movement have simila!' goals. -Those move-

ments which have the goals of Cargo cult might best lie described as 

Cargo movements to distinguish them fpom other movements with dis-

similar goals. 

I have thus far found In the literature one V/op)dng tool fop 

making the distinction betHeen Cargo cult and Cargo movement. The 

importance of this distinction becomes evident I-lhen we realize that 

many Cargo cults have been confused with Cargo movements, not only 

by anthropologists but by government officials, Hho have at times 

taken steps to repress Cargo movements when in actuality these move--

ments might have been comi)atible with government programs of economic 

development. I shall have occassion to examine more fully the 

ramifications of one such confusion, Father Hiller's !'Cul t", later 

in this papel'. But first I V/ould like to look at another means of 
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making the cult/movement distinction which I have not found spec

ifically mentioned in the literature of Cargo cults. I think that 

Stanner1s distinction has little predictive use. The distinctions 

of Inglis, ['lead, and BrOl'lD might be used in a predictive \-ray, but 

it appeal'S that their usefulness \<7ill be greatest afte1: incipient 

cult symptomology occurs. I Vlould like to find a way of determining 

the cult inclinat ions of a gi~,en people before any cult manifestations 

take place. 

In the follouing chapters I attempt to define an alternative 

means of differentiating betVleen Cargo cult and Cargo movement ,-rhich 

might be of use in predictive analysis. I apply the theol'ies of 

Hoselitz, Parsons, and Shils to arrive at another formulation of 

the cult/movement distinction utilizing a diffel'ence beh/een trad

itional and traditionalistic actions as reflected in nonnative and 

ideological behaviour in Cargo cu.lt and Cargo movement. 
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TRADITION AND TRADITIONALISM 

A widely held assocrtion, Hhich may be traced back to Max 

Weber, is that it is possible to distinguish betHeen economically 

underdeveloped and economically advanced countries on the basis 

of their reliance on tradition as opposed to rationally organized 

economics. For instance, Firth, Fisher, and Macrae, in their 

study of the social implications of technological change, state 

.that ntechnical (and associated economic) progress is a necessary 

concommitant of the movement in time from affective behaviour to 

rationality ... 11 (in Braibanti and Spengler, ed. 1961:. 83) Tradition 

as affective behaviour is thus seen as a retardant to economic grovrth; 

the assumption is made that to have a developed country, affective 

behaviour must be replaced by rational hehaviour. This assllr'1ption 

may, hOHever, be questioned vlh0n applied to a transitional society. 

Tradition may at times be an aid to the u.evelopment of an economically 

advancing society; rationality may be detrimental. 

Weber defines IItraditionalism ll as lithe psychic attitude-set 

for the habitual Vlorkday and the belief in the everyday routin(~ as. 

an inviolable norm of· conduc·t". (1968: 296) This statement indicates 

tHO different kinds of 2ction. T!1e first is ",hat ~'leber Hould call 

habitual behaviour; the second implies a raising of the concept of 

habit to a more self-conscious level, that of normative behaviour. 

r.dHard Shils, in his essay !lTradition and Libertylr (1958) has 
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pointed out that normative behaviour can itself be refined, again 

using the criterion of a greater degree of self-consciousness of 

the action. He thus proposes a distinction between tradition and 

traditionalism, indicating hON the latter may arise from the former'. 

Traditionalism is,the self-conscious, deliberate 
affirmation of traditional norms, in full awareness 
of their traditional nature and alleging that 
their merit del"ives, from that tradition'al trans
mission from a sacr~d origin ... It does not dis
crimina'te behleen the Horkable and umlorkable, and 
it regards all elements of the tradition it praises 
as equally essential. 

Traditionalism is not only hostile to liberty, 
it is also padically hostile to tradition... (1) 

(Shils, 1968: 161) 

As an example of this distinction betHeen tradition and 

tr'aditionalism, He might look at H. Eliadets (1962) analysis of the 

place of "cosmic regeneration" in cargo cults. A traditional theme 

\-lhich is fundamental to t-felanesian peligions is the annual celebration 

of the retUl'I1 of the dead and a concomitant concuY'l"ent cosmic renc'tral. 

In addition to the return of the dead, this fest ivaI of the Hew Yeal~ 

includes a ban on Hork, offerings to the dead on platforms (often 

taking the form of a banquet in honor of the dead) and a collective 

celebration which often includes forms of sexual license. 

Here we have many of the elements of Cargo cult activity--the 

wai-ting for the dead, the destruction of gardens and domestic animals 

for funeral feasts, and offerings to the dead, the orgiastic cele-

brations, and the refusal to Hork. The only major ritual element 

1. Shils traditionalism can be vieHed in the same light as Linton IS 

"nativisml! (Linton, 1943) and Hallace t s tlrevitalism" (Hallace, 1956). 
Shils differs from both of these only in the importance he ascribes 
to sacred origin as a sanction for the elevation of a body of 1101'[I1S 

from traditional to traditionalistic behaviour. 
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lacking is the destruction of European goods, which VTould not have 

existed in the traditional world. Eliade states: 

Apart from syncretic and Christian elements, all 
Helanesian micro--religions share the same central 
myth: the arrival of the dead is taken as the sign 
of cosmic reneHal .•.. The Cargo cultists have 
simply taken" this traditional religious theme 
and have amplified it, charging it Hith neH values 
and" ... lith a prophetic and millenarist intensi-ty. 

(Eliade 1962: 237) 
i 

Bert Hoselitz has seized on Shils' definition of traditionalism 

to score a point against Heberian analysis, pointing out that 

traditionalistic norms are actually rationalized as deriving their 

validity from some sacred source in the past. "But a system in 

Hhich traditionally determined ends are consciously held, is still 

wertraditional in Heber's sense, for the major requirement of such a 

system is that it is clearly oriented to a formulated goal, or to a 

set of values which are clearly formulated and logically related. II 

(Hoselitz, 1961: 86) Traditionalism, as Shils notes, is not mer'ely 

the acceptance of traditional norms because they might aid in the 

solution of a given set of problems, but rather the appeal to these 

norms because of their age and concomitant ideological superiority. 

This is tradition for the sake of tradition, tradition as id~_C?..logy, 

a set of rationalized principles Hhich derive their authority from 

past history raiseq to the degree of sophistication or formalization 

so as to become sacred in the eyes of the members of that society. 

Follmving this mode~, we now have three forms of traditional 

hehaviour--Heber I S "attitude set for the habitu3.1 Hork day!' or habit, 

Shils' traditional hehaviour corresponding to vleber ' s "norm of conduct" 
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or norm, and Shils' traditionalism which Hoselitz prefers to call ideo-

!:.~L' Hoselitz grades these by the criteria of 1) the degree of 

self-consciousness, 2) the degr'ee of formalization, and 3) the degree 

of normative Height. To complete his model according to these criteria, 

he proposes one more term, usage, to describe behaviour which \-lOuld 

be habitual except for a greater normative Height. He nm-l have the 
/ 

follm-Ting table: 
, 

Habit not normative not self-conscious not formalized -_._-
normative self-conscious formalized Usage not not 

Norm normative self-conscious not formalized 
Ideolo$y normative self-conscious formalized 

(Hoselitz 1961 : 87) 

It should be noted that Hoselitz' criteria are not necessarily 

independent. For instance, a greater degree of self-consciousness 

will be associated I'li th a greater degree of formalization. Also ,-

these criteria must be seen not as definitive closed categories 

but rather as relative to each other with a certain amount of over-

lapping. 

Since neither habit nor usage are self-conscious actions, the 

distinction which most concerns us is that between norm and ideology, 

which is virtually the same as the distinction betVleen tradition and 

traditionalism. Although Hoselitz' table indicates that both normative 

and ideological beh~viour have normative sanctions, we should keep in 

mind that an ideology will have greater normative Height than a norm. 

Also an ideology.will hav~ a higher degree of self-consciousness than 

a norm. But our priraary means of distinguishing a norm from an ideo-
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This distinction relates to the der.;ree of Ilultirnatc reality'; (Ibid: 88)

associated \·:.1.th either form of b2:wvjour.

Non-formalized nOl'miJ.tive self-·conscious action is
action ba3ecl or: a traditional nOrin ilhich docs not nec
essarily fOrin pch''t of a systemat ic complex of purposi-v-e
actio:) dcrivin,ez i is validation fr'om the past, Hhel~eas

formalized action is part of sucl a ca~plex. (Ibid: 89)

Although it has been \<Iidely held in the theory of economic

anthropology that tradition is incompatible yith economic development,

this is not necessarily alHays the case. Tradition \<Iill at times

pel~form the important function of stabilizing a soc iety in the process

of Ylesternization, a:)d I-lill thus tend to decrease the effects of

social disorganization which might other\<lise lead to such diverse

rea.ctions as apathy and Hithdra\'lal, HarfClre, and millenaric:nism.

Tr'aditional norms are usually accompanied hy Y!ell-defined

sunctions, such that the stre:1gt:, of a given norm may be easily

determined by any member of the society. The indivjduiJ.l in a give!:

society Hill be more cncoUl~a8cd to act on his oym initiative if he

knows Hhat the results of his actions will be, or at least what the

sanctions for or against his actions ar~. In this manner, traditional

norms I-lill actually encouraGe iTK~ividua.l economic initiative.

Hoselitz propo~es that it mjght be possible to utilize Parsons'

differentiation of the subsystems of a society(l) to determine the

place of tra.Jitiol1 in a transitional society. The stabilization to

1. For a discussion of Parsons! subsystems, see Parsons and Smeltzer,
1956: 46-51.
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which He have just referred is virtually the same as IIlatent pattern 

maintenance and tension management ," the function of Parsons' Pattern 

~1aintenance subsystem. The other Parson ian subsystem Hithin Hhich 

the maintenance of 'traditional values Hill be compatible Hith economic 

development is the Integrative sl,rbsystem, the function of Hhich is 

integration. 
; 

Parsons' remaining subsystems are the Economy, with an adaptive 

function, and the Polity, vTith a goal-gratification function. The 

retention of traditional values in these subsystems may be de'trimental 

to a society attempting to integrate itself Hith the Hestern world. 

It might be postulated that an ideal situ3.tion vlould be the maintenance 

of traditional values in the pattern maintenance and integrative sub-

systems, comhined Vlith the adoption of European values in the econor.1Y 

and polity. He shall have occasion later in this paper to test more 

specifically the assumptions. here set forth. 

It may be argued that a traditionalistic ideology, as opposed to 

traditional values, is alVlays adverse to economic development. The 

all-embracing nature of traditionalism does not lend itself to compat-

ibility with developmental schemes; traditionalistic ideology is an 

either/or proposition. And naturally a return to the glorious past 

finds no place for assimilation of neH economic trends. 

Dewing a period of rapid social change, especially when a group 

feels itself to be in a crisis situation, it is not surprising to find 

a total rejection of that which is seen as'causing the crisis, the 

imposition of neH ideas from Vlithout .. Human Demory has a surprising 
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capaci ty to remelTjber the good parts of the past vlhile forgetting the 

less desirable aspec"ts of the period. In a crisis situation, the 

present is seen as undesirable and the past is remembered as 'good I , 

so a solution to the present may be sought by an elevation of the norms 

of the past such that they take on redemptive pm-fer. This is the 

place of traditionalistic ideology. 
/ 
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TRADITION AND TRADITIONALISH AS FURTHER HEANS OF 

DISTINGUISHING CARGO CULT FRON CARGO 1'1OVEHENT 

With the distinction of tradition and traditionalism, we have 

a further means of distinguishing behleen Cargo cult and Cargo 

movement. A Cargo cult will in~olve traditionalistic behaviour, 

whereas a Cargo movement will involve riormative action. 

But hOH, one might ask, is it possible to call a Cargo cult 

traditionalistic when the focus of the cult 1S on non-traditional 

European goods? The answer is to separate means from ends. He 

are concerned "lith behaviour, "ith actionq indicative of a given set_ 

of values. Indigenous values, norms, and institutions are used as 

means in Cargo cult. And if certain ritual is introduced, it is 

accepted Ylithin the traditional framework, as has been done for thous

ands of years. Hen of' Peri> coastal t-lanus, have for years used the 

rituals of the Usiai, inland Hanus. Peri villageros have institutions 

for the introduction of these new_ l'ituals. If the nevi ritual "Iol'ked, 

it was kept. If it did not work, it was discal'ded in favoro of one 

Ylhich did wOl'k. The t1elanesians simply had to change rituals to 

produce behaviour indicative of Caroga cult. Even the ends of Caroga 

cult are changed not so much in kind as in degree. Fl'om Eliade's 

analysis of the Nelanesian New Year, we see the ends of Cargo cult 

as being also tl'aditional--paradise on earoth. The diffel'ence is 
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that with the coming of the Europeans) God became white instead 

of black and heaven expanded to include the goods of the European) 

as well as the Melanesian. 

Cargo cults and Cargo movements have at times been equally 

com:iemned by authorities, often because of failure to distinguish 

between the two. As a re::.:ult, cer'tain Cargo movements have been 

supressed, whereas they might -have been quite compatible with the 

goals of a development-minded administration. On the other hand, 

Cult activities have often not been recognized as such, with the 

result that an administr-ation has sometimes found itself in the 

'embarassing position of aiding the development of a Cargo cult or 

similar millenarian movement. 

We have distinguished ideological fro:n norr:lative action prim-

arily on the ha.sis of the degree of formalization or ritualization 

involved. If vie apply this criteJ~ion to Cargo cult He have a further 

means of distinguishirig cult from movement. 

Nmv comes the difficult part . Are \ve just playing with Hords 

or does the distinction actually mean something. Hithout field Hork 

to test the hypothesis, only tentative conclusions can be dravm from 

the work of others Hho mayor may not have been aHare of the precision 

He intend for their language. 

SchHal'tz' (1962) study of the Paliau 1,1ovement in Hanus is a 

prime example of the judicious use of the distinction betvIeen cult 

and movement. Schwartz finds seven different phases of the Paliau 
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Movement, two of which are cult·phases and·five of Vlhich are movement 

phases. A complete check of our critepia on all seven phases would 

take more space than Vie have at our disposal, but we might take a 

look at the contrast between the "initial movement phase ll and the 

llfirst cult phase li to see hO~'1 ~o/ell oUP cr'iteria fit. 

The Initial t·10vement Phase was certainly not traditionalistic---

there was no appeal to the sacredness of the past as an ideological 
{ 

program. There Has no increase in ritual activity and no ritualization 

cif normative acts. 

It is in the section of his (Paliau 1 s) program 
dealing Hith economics that He are able to establish 
that he Has not simply a cult leader proclaiming 
the imminence of the millennhun when the desired 
state of equivalence vlith the Vlhite man Hould be 
attained through supernatural means, but. \~as 
attempting to formulate a culture-Hide progpam for 
change. Religion was only one part ... In addition 
to living in accordance with the true religion, 
it Vias still necessary that they ~'iOrk together to 
develop their economic potential. (SchHartz 1962: 26't) 

Here we s·ee not an ideology but a program of directed social change. 

Action Has not ~yrnbolic and expressi'le; it ~HS manipulative. Paliau 

wanted Cargo. And he kneH that the best Hay to get it Has with money. 

So he set out with his folloHers to earn the money to buy Cargo. The 
1 

money Hould come from native-run stores, from ·native tr'ansportation 

companies, and from native-run plantations. They Vlould buy their 0HI1 

cargo; God Hould not glve it to them. All God would do Vias to make 

them better men, to prevent them from fighting among themselves, from 

lying and stealing,. 

In the first Cult Phase, or the ~~ise, things changed drastically. 
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As happened to Yali, the leader-of the Rai Coast Rehabilitation 

Scheme in the Mandang Distl'ict of NehT Guinea, the words of Paliau 

became distorted as they vlere passed from mouth to mouth. t1anus 

Islanders had a difficult time relating Paliau's- initial steps of 

the movement with the goals eventually and distantly to be attained. 

Thus a program for cultural transformation extending 
through time and change to the final intensely 
valued goal Has short-circuited. The time, the 
work, and the uncertainty that Paliau's plan Hould 
entail disappeared as the people Here possessed 
by the intense desire for the realization of the 
longed-for goal. The practical means tovlard 
immediate ends became magical, ritual means tm'lards 
the realization of the ultimate. The supernatural 
means and the rationale for the transformation of 
the program were drawn from the- rich and ready 
substratum of native belief. 

( Ibid: 266-7). 

Here we have all our stated elements of Cargo cult--a high degree of 

formalization and self-consciousness indicative of ideological behaviour, 

the supernatural meand of ohtaining Cargo, and a change from manipulative 

to symbolic action. With the Noise, Paliau's program ground to a halt 

as village after village joined the cult. The Nois~ vlas a giant step 

backwards in the economic development of the area. Reversion to trad-

itionalism resulted in temporary chaos as people destroyed material 

goods, follm.,red the advice of oracles, and rej ected the program of 

the movement. 

In the case of Manus, the Noise was short-lived, spreading from 

village to village quickly but dying vrithin a fevl days to a few 'deeks 

as prophecies of the imminent arrival of the cargo went unfulfilled. 

With the cessation of the ~ois~, Paliau was able to step into the 
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breach to re-establish some of the means of the II newfela-fashion ll 

movement (Ibid: 227). 

As a prime example of the lack of discrimination betvTcen secular 

means of movement activities leading toY/ards economic development 

and the sacred means of cult activities leading tOvlards atav:ism~ I 

would refer to Dorothy Billings paper on liThe Johnson Cult of New 

HanoverJl (1969). This is a "'Tor)( of descriptive anthropology in which 

we are quite lost insofar as terminology is concerned. The word 'cult' 

is constantly used to describe the movement~ and \ole infer that this 

cult is a Cargo cult by the following statement. 

Outstanding contributions to the study of cargo 
cults have been made by several anthropologists, 
and it is instructive to consider lIew Hanover 
against some of the generalizations that have been 
put forward. (Billings 1969: H) 

But reading fw.'ther, \-Te discover that: 

Ritual acts were not characteristic of the cult. 
(Ibid: 14) 

•.. the supernatural was not much talked of. 
(Ibid: 15) 

All cultists interviewed, .. seemed to believe that 
cargo comes about through work of a practical sort 
rather than through ritual actions. (Ibid: 16) 

By these three statements vie see that the Johnson Cult was not a Cargo 

cult according to our definition. If we put the shoe on the other foot, 

we can see that it Has a Cargo ytiovement, utilizing traditional nerms in 

a most pragmatic way to achieve soundly reasoned ends. The people of 

New Hanover "'lcre tired of t'he Australian administration and \-Janted to 

change to Arrlerican administration. So they did the most .logical thing--
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when election time came aT'ound, instead of voting for the Australians, 

they voted for the Americans. vlhen the Australians Ylould not alloH 

their votes, they did the next logical thing--they refused to pay their 

taxes. 

As for the cargo, there \'laS no question of its supernatural origin 

or supernatural means of delivery. NevT Hanoverians had had contact 

with the Americans during the w~r and they kne\-l that the Americans paid 

better \'lages than the Australians. But they v[ere \villing to \'lork for 

their cargo. Their action \'las functional, not symbolic. 

Let us reserve the Hord 'cult' for movements_Hhich have at least 

a modicum of connection Hith the supernatural. The Johnson 'Cult' is 

a political movement in the strongest sense of the \'lord. 

The Johnson Cult was put dovm by the Australian administration by 

jailing its members for non-payment of taxes. The administration also 

made demonstrations of strength like the shooting of coconuts off trees 

or the throHing of smoke bombs. They even shot and wounded one of the 

natives. Although Billings states triat the administpation Has dealing 

\-lith a 'cult', I \'lould give them more credit. TheY--Here a colonial 

power out to stop a revolution. 

If He folloH the progress of the Johnson Cult, vIe discovep that 

an American ppiest, Father Bepnapd Niller, invited the 'cultists' to 

form a co-operative movement, the Tutukuvul Isakul Association (T.I.A.). 

This co-op, composed of fopmer 'cult' members, had a rule requiring 

all members to pay the Australian Council tax so they could stay out 

of jail and suppopt the movement. The T.I.A. Has violently opposed by 
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the Australian administration, Hhich called it "Father Hiller's Cult". 

Here we can see a confusion on the papt of the administration. Father 

t1iller's Cult was not a cult. It Has a co-operative Cargo movement 

; Hhich by the end of 1968 had planted over 40, 000 coconut trees, had 

I collected over $12,000 for capital investment, and had elected its 

own representati ve ~o the House of Assembly. 
f 

It Hould be interesting to know more about the reasons for the 

administration's opposition to the T.I.A. Billings infers that this 

opposition stems from the roots of the T.I.A. in the Johnson Cult. 

Also there Has native opposition to the T.I.A. by natives Hho had not 

voted for Johnson of America and consequently had been left out of the 

association. As Billings says: "Non-cultists never tired of reporting 

strange cultist beliefs to the Australian Administration officers". 

(Ibid: 18) 

If He delete the loaded Hords from Billings account, it still 

appe<:trs that the adminlstra tion Has mis·taken concerning the ' cult' nature 

of the Johnson Cult and, .more importantly, the T. 1. A. The T. 1. A. is 

concerned 'i.,rith economic development; so is the Australian administration--

same goals, opposir:g organizations. From the armchair it is inter'esting . 

to speculate on what Vlould have happened if the Australian administration 

had considered the T. 1. A. as a Cargo movement instead of a Cargo cult. 
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TIME AS A VARIABLE IN CULT AND MOVEHENT DIFFERENTIATION 

I have discussed the differences petween tradition and trad

itionalism~ betHeen cult and movement, and betHeen norm and ideology. 

And I have proposed that traditional normative action in the pattern-

maintenance and integrative sUbtystems within the context of Cargo 

movements may Hell be conducive to economic development, whereas 

traditionalistic activity in these subsystems Hill in almost all cases 

be detrimental to native economic development. I also have noted that 

\--lhile maintaining traditional values in the pattern-maintenance and 

integrative subsystems, a Cargo movement might have its best chance 

of success if it combined these traditional values with the assimilation 

of Luropean values in the economy and polity subsystems. 

Traditionalistic or cult values are all embracing, such that a 

separation of th'e values of a given society into the subsystems of that 

society is not possible; traditionaiistic activity and values are 

operative in all subsystems. 

Given this proposed model, the next logical step is to test it. 

Is it possible to find a difference in the value systems of cult and 

movement oriented societies, a difference Hhich Hill be reflected in 

the actions of the people of these societies? If so, is it possible 

to utilize this differentiation such that the positive aspects of 

Cargo movements, as opposed to the negative elements of Cargo cult, 

may be shared by a greater percentage of the population? _ In an attempt 
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to anSVler these questions~ I propose to look at the values of time in 

Cargo cults and Cargo movements. 

I Nill first make an assumption. In my perusal of Cargo cul-t 

literature it seems that virtually every Cargo cult has been preceded 

by a Cargo movement. This is an important statement insofar as it in

timates that t'lelanesians have ahTays attempted to obtain cargo by 

pragmatic~ or at least the trad.itional combination of pragmatic and 

ritual~ means before resoFting to the more extreme means of Cargo cult. 

Helanesians have tried to ge~ cargo utilizing normative action; some

times this has failed and they have resorted to ideological action. 

I take as a further presupposition that Cargo is riot concerned 

~lith cargo, but rather is concerned Nith a -moral relationship between 

~lhites and natives. This is the theme of Hambu 'by Burridge (1960). 

Cargo is not only European goods, but, in addition and mor·e importantly, 

is symbolic in the same way that the transfer of material goods-in 

l1elanesian cultures is symbolic of the relationship of the parties 

engaged in the transaction. For the t1elanesian, the s:ymbolic aspects 

of material goods are not usually separated from the goods themselves-._ 

Time values can be traditional, traditionalistic, -or introduced. 

Introduced time, for r:Jelanesia, is primarily European time. As we 

shall see, there is an enormous difference betHeen Helanesian and 

European time-, and this difference coincides Hith the difference 

betNeen Cargo cult and Cargo movement. If our model w'Orks, those 

societies most inclined tOvTards economic development Hill have assim

ilated European time values in the economy and polity. subsystems 
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while maint~ining traditional t1elanesian time in the pattern-maintainance 

and integrative subsystems. Cult societies will operate on Nelanesian 

time exclusively and will so formalize Melanesian time values as to 

make them ideological. 

It is only in transitional societies that traditional values in 

the pattern-maintenance and integl'ative subsystems will still be used 

with profit. As a society becomes more Hesternized, Melanesian values 

in any subsystem will eventually become detrimental to the economic 

grovlth of that society and vlill have to be discarded -in favor of complete 

westernization. (1) 

Before I proceed, I should explain what l see as the diffel'ence 

betvleen European time and Helanesian time. Hhen I speak of time, I 

assume that time has value and it is that value with .{hich either a 

European or a Belanesian will be concerned. I borrm·r from Ralph 

Piddington the distinction betVleen fact and value: the knm·rledge that 

a thing exists and the evaluation of that knoVlledge. 

In the knowledge of any sltuation, the value of 
the situation is that aspect of the knovlledge 
Vlhich can vary without r'endering the knovlledge 
false. Any element in the knovlledge of a situation 
which cannot vary without rendering the knoVlledge 
false refers to fact and not to value. 

(Piddington, 1932: 314) 

Time exists in and of itself as fact, but is made meaningful to a 

given cultUi'e only insofar as the fact of time is made relevant Dy an 

evaluation thereof. 

The European mentality is gecu"ed from the first moments of adult 

conceptualization to think of himself and his vlorld in terms of its 

1. Scarlett Epstein illustrates this case in her study of liThe Role of the 
Tolai Big Nan in Political and Economic Development". (1970) 
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history. Time is measurable, it can be segmented, it can be controlled 

and manipulated. And since the European has (or at least thinks he has) 

a fair measure of past time, he is easily able to project his thoughts 

into future time. To the European, the past extends for thousands of 

years. The future may extend just as far, because. the sense of history 

which the European has been taught from his ear'ly youth allows him to 

/ 
see the history of the future. He can see that his son will be living 

when he is dead, and that he should be making provisions for his son 

when he is dead. 

But even more than this, a man knoHs the projected length of his 

lifetime, and can plan his life according to an 'oy,dered scheme, such 

that an action done in the present may shaH results hlenty, thil'ty, or 

forty years hence. European causality, also notably lacking in 11elanesia, 

can be seen as a function of European history. 

Dar\,r.in was able to take the European sense of histopy and propose 

his theory of evolution. And this sometimes misunderstood theory was 

soon thereafter (vlith the death of God) responsible for the nOH-pervasive 

feeling of the common man in the Western world that there is a new god--

Progress. (I went to the sllpermar:'ket and counted :thirty-seven -products 

marked 'new' on one aisle.) 

As a result of ,history, the EuropeaT) does not have to see the 

result of his endeavors appearing immediately. A-European, for instance, 

will make a monetary investment to show long-term ~ncrease, secure in 

the knowledge that in a measurable length of tirne he will see the results 

of his investmen-t. Baybe he will lose his money, but if he does so time 
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is not taken into account as a dependent variable. 

The European can measure not only years, but days and par'ts of 

days as Vlell. He has a clock and Vlill plan his days according to the 

clock. He has a calendar and thus has a means of planning things in 

future days relative to each other. 

So the European utilizes what I would call 'macro-time', the 
i 

history of the past and the projection of the past into the finite 

future, and 'micro-time' ,-the segmentation of the span of his life into 

precisely measurable units--days, hOlws, minutes. 

Time for the t1elanesian takes on an entirely different aspect. 

The Helanesian does not have the European sense of history. His past 

~ rapidly disappears in the vlelter of generalized and timeless spiyits 

and ancestol's.(l) And since there is no finite past, the future is 

equally vague. 

James Chalmers, an early missionar'y to the Vailala Region, advises 

his readers in the- last of the nineteenth century that: 

Delay is dangerous .. lith the natives, and the work 
of today left until tomorrow,- the evel'lasting 
tomorrow which never comes, and wearies the soul out 
of all strength and doing. I would get rid of 
tomorrow if today were only long enough! 

(Chalmers, 1887: 47) 

Peter La~Tence is a bit more precise 1n his analysis of the time 

values of the Garia. 

Not only the whole mythology but even individual 
myths reflect the absence of-the idea of time 
depth. There \'las no sugg8stion of a gradual 
advance from a rudimentary to a more elabopate Hay 
of life. Events of antiquity were events of the 
present and would be events of the future as well. 

(LaHl .. "ence, 1964: 32) 

1. In Polynesia , with its long geneological memory, until 1961 there 
had been reported only a single outbreak of Cargo cult activity. 

(Crocombe, 1961: 40) 
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Burridge says much the same thing for the Tangu: 

Since the Tangu lack durable records and are, 
for practical purposes, non-literate, living memory 
and the present are the only criteria for accuracy. 

(Burridge, 1960: 68) 

And t·1ead reports from Old Peri: 

The intensely croHded life of any Hanus gener·ation 
existed betHeen tvlO v:6ids; it was tacitly assumed 
that the past had always been like this and the 
future would ah'Tays be, and at the same time both 
past and future were seen as continuously unpre
dictable because each depended upon combinations of 
events and no combination could be accurately 
predicted. (Mead, 1956: 68) 

From these and other similar accounts, we can see that the 

European sense of ma.cro-time just docs not exist for the t-lelanesian. 

This lack of history makes it very difficult for a Helanesian to under-

stand European developmental schemes Hhich call for long-term planning. 

Conversely, the European, embedded in- his own culture, has a-difficult-

time understanding h'hy the Helanesian is so short-sighted and refuses 

to make plans further ahead than the -. immediate future. 

The t-lelanesian lack of macro-time means also that the- NeJ.ariesian 

has neither theories of progress-nor evoiution.(l) Both presuppose 

change through time, and if there is no time through which a thing can 

change then it "Till be understood as not changing. The phrase from the 

Catholic Gloria, fl ••• as it Vias in the beginning, is now, and ever shall 

be ... " may well have more meaning for a Melanesian convert than for the 

European priest. 

1. Evolution has been seen by some Cargo cult leaders as the 'secret' 
key to the European ritual attainment of cargo. See, for example, 
Lawrence; discussion of Yali (Lawrence, 1961+: 173-78). 
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Melanesia lacks European macro-time; it also lacks European micro-

time. Because there are no clocks, there is no reckoning of hours, -

minutes, or seconds. Nead noted the contrast behleen European and 

;- Melanesian day time vlhen she returned to Hanus af-ter an absence of 

twenty-five years. 

When everybody vTas scattered or concerned about 
their OHn affairs, these bells (at t\>1elve and one 
o'clock) Here often ~rregular or forgotten al-
together.... (Head, 1956: 222) 

When they were doing traditional vlOrk, the European clock had little 

meaning. 

. .. but when there vTas village vlOrk on (demanded 
by the European administration and/or PaEau) 
then people remembered and ",atched the clock .•. 
Timing was regarded as one of the great inventions 
of the European world. (Ibid: 222) 

t1elanesians come closest to European micro-time in the calculation 

of future days. Here ",e do find a definite reckoning, counted, _for 

instance, by the number of knots in a rope. All concerned parties 

might be given a rope with a certain number of knots and each would 

untie one knot per day until the appointed day of "no knots ll was peached. 

Or a man might plan a future event and announce the days remaining vlith 

a beat on a slit gong for each day before the event. But there is a -

lim~t to the number of days that can be counted this way. 

Mead, who was quite concerned Hith time values, kept track of the 

number of times a slit gong would be beaten in Old Peri to calculate 

time. The highest number she heard was forty-tHo. (Ibid: 65) In 

Kandoka, \-lhere the slit gong is also used, -the Luci language has room 

for numbers up to ninety. Any more than ninety is just a lot. So 
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even if a man vlanted to plan further ahead he Vlould not have been able 

to count past ninety days. (David Counts, 1969: 126) 

Calculation of t1elanesian micro-time may vary from place to place 

as we have seen in the abo~e examples. It is frustrating not to have 

definite figures available for many of those societies Hhich have 

chosen Cargo cult. If such figures Here available, I Vlould postulate 

. I 
that vlithout fail the time of 'the prophesied millennium Hould fall 

within the limited period of micro-time recognized by a given society. 

If the date of a Cargo prophesy is further ahead than the t1elanesian 

micro-time span for a given society, then He can be'fairly sure that 

He are dealing vlith a Cargo movement utilizing European mac:t~o-time 

rather than a Cargo cult. 

Of vital importance to European micro-time is the calculation 

of days relative to each othel~ by use of a calendar. The Helanesian 

has no such device. The closest he Hill come is recognition of the 

cycles of the moon or seasons of the year .. But there is no Hay, in 

Melanesian time, of determining future dates precisely in a fixed 

sequence. The European timetable, vital to the running of the 

EUl'opean economy, is unknovm in traditional r-lelanesian time. 
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EXEi'lPLIFICATION OF TIHE DIFFERENCES 

I stated previously -that virtually all Cargo cults have been 

preceded by Cargo movements. A Cargo mov-ement will operate on European 

time~ Melanesian time~ or both./ 

Those Cargo movements which operate exclusively on European time 

will obviously have the best chance of success in development. But if 

a !-1elanesian society has become so acculturated as to, have completely 

accepted European time~ then it seems that it can no longer properly 

be classified as transitional. Cargo cults occur only in transitional 

societies. 

He might take as an example the Tolai, "generally regarded as the 

economically most advanced people of the Territory of Papua and NeH 

Guinea". (Epstein, 1963: 289) Epstein distinguished four phases of 

Tolai economic grovJth--transi tion, agricultural investment, investment 

trial, and tertiary investment. Of these, He are concerned Hith the 

difference between transition and agricultural investment, for in the 

latter three stages the natives are in the process of obtaining their 

cargo by pragmatic means, utilizing the European economy. 

The transitionai period started "lith Hhite contact and shell 

money economy (1870) and extended to the acceptance of a '!modern cash 

economy" (1896) vlhich marked the beginning of the agricultural investment 

period. (Ibid: 294) During the transitional period there Here several 

periods of unrest, including attempts to kill European settlers and 
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regain possession of lost lands. 

The agricultural investment period 'vas marked by a rapid expansion 

of coconut cultivation, Ylhich involved long-term investment by Tolai 

igroHers. Host interesting to me is Epstein's note that European time 

I begins to be used in the economic system. nIt is during this period:!, 

she states, Hthat natives first became a'dare of 'time' as an element in 

I 

the productive process, and the' first clocks and Hatches appear in their 

homes. If (Ibid: 305) Accordingly, there have been no recent reports of 

Cargo cults among the Tolai. 

Those Cargo movements Hhich have failed, and by'failure I mean 

aegeneration into Cargo Cults, have failed because they Here attempting 

to attain European goals Hhile operating on Nelanesian time. Hhen this 

situation exists, frustration is bound to occur because the goals of a 

Cal~go movement vlill be long-range goals, goals \vhich can be properly 

understood only if there is a concomitant understanding of the time 

values accompanying these goals. I shall illustrate this shortly Hith 

reference to the Manus and Kaliai Cargo cults. 

A transitional society is one in the process of assimilating those 

European values Hhich \vill eventually lead to the acceptance of the 

European cash economy. I have postulated that the assimilation of 

European time values in the economy and polity with the maintenance of 

Ivlelaaesian time values in the integration and pattern-maintenance sub-

systems is going to be most conducive to Helanesian development. The 

assimilation of European time in the economy and polity Hill be primarily 

the assimilation of European macro-time, the sense of history notably 
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lacking in Helanesia. It seems far more important in the transitional 

period that macro-time be assimilated because Hithout a sense of the 

long-term future there loS no incentive for native economic development. 

~.jhat is the sense of planting a coconut tree that Hil,l begin to bear 

seven years later if there is no appreciation of a future Hhich Hill 

extend for seven years. Hhen a Helanesian has grasped the European 

values of macro-time, he can p.ian ahead, not only for himself, but for 

his children as Hell. He can recognize a future vlhich will exist even 

though he may not be alive. 

As I am concerned primar>ily with Helanesian economy (Hhich cannot 

'really be separated fr'om the polity), I shall not attemnt an analysis 

of time values in the integrative and pattern-maintenance subsystems. To 

treat the subject properly uould entail an entirely different paper! I 

Hould point out, hOYlever, that both pattern-maintenance and integration 

have functions situated pl'imdx'ily in the present, and thepefore' European 

macro-time Hill be of ,little imnortance. It might be argued that even

tually European macro-time Hill be-assumed in these subsystems, but that 

the introduction of European time values in these subsystems is not a 

necessary requirement for the adoption of cash cropping. 

A difficulty might arise in trying to determine Hhen a Cargo move

ment is using European macro-time in the economy and polity. If He 

loo~( at the values of a movement leader, He may find that although he 

is operating on European time, his folloVlcI's might be using (,1elanesian 

time. The Paliau movement is a case in p~int. Although Paliau had 

successfully incorpoI'ated European time into his value system, many of 
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his follovlers had .not, with the result that there vlere tHO separate 

Cargo cult eruptions during the course of the movement. 

If, instead of using the overall leader of the Cargo movement as 

our guide, He turn to leaders on the local level, He have a more accurate 

representation of the values of the Melanesian on the grass roots level. 

Paliau Has not in intimate contact Hith many of his folloHers; there 
j 

Has much confusion as to Hhat his doctrine, goals, and ideals were. His 

lieutenants, however, operated on the village level and were directly 

dependent on the villagers for support. Therefore, their values had to 

be more in line ,-lith those of their supporters, thus giving a more real-

istic picture of the actual villager!s attitudes. 

So instead of looking at men like Paliau, or Yali, or Tommy Kab1.l, 

or Mambu for' an indication of the degree of accul t1.lration of the people 

participating in a Cargo movement, He should look at the local b~g men 

and other leaders. 

Since there are seldom established political offices in Helanesian 

societies, and leadership is achieved rather than ascribed, the big man 

must depend on popular support for the attainment and maintenance of 

his position. tfThe mark of a successful leader is that he can convince 

others that they are not follo",ers but partners in an enterprise.!1 

(Salisbury, 1970: 331, quoted by Epstein, 1970: 4)(1) 

Two other types of local leaders also depend on popular support 

for the attainment of their status. One is the Cargo cult leader, Hho 

1. For fm'ther discussion of the t1elanesian Big Nan see Sahlins, 1963 
and Epstein, 1970. 
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·Vlill have follovlers only as .long as his doctrine is accepted. (Rej ec

tion of the Noise on Nanus Vlas accompanied by the murder of the pr'ophet, 

Wapei. Sdmartz, 1962: 270) The other type of local popular leader, in 

areas Vlhich have local councils, is the local councilman, elected by his 

fellow villagers. 

By examin:i,ng the value systems in terms of the stated goals of 

these leaders on the village l~vel Vlho are in constant face-to-face 

contact with their follo\'Ters, and Vlho have no power other than that gained 

through popular support, we ape in a position to judge \'lhether or not 

the majority of people involved in a Cargo movement are using Helanesian 

or European time. 

The Kaliai Census Sub-Division of the northvlest coast of New 

Britain provides a testing ground for our statements concerning the 

relati ve appr'8ciation of time in cult: and movement societies. The 

Kaliai area has a long history of contact vlith the Europeans dating 

back to the German 'blackbirders' of the late nineteenth century. By 

1905 or 1906 the Ger'mans had appointed native administrators, luluais 

and tul tuls. In 1906 IboJd. Plantation vTaS established, and has contin

ued to operate on its original site until the present date. The Kaliai 

Hission became active in 1949, and has grovlIl to include a school, a 

small hospital, and a trade store. 

David Counts (1969: 10) notes that 'iin spite of a relatively long 

period of contact, no great social changes seem to have taken place". 

Masked ceremonies are stil:l performed, shell money exchanges still take 

place, and the people still believe in the presence of bush spirits and 
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the effiacy of sorcery. 

The Kaliai area can best be described as transitional--the European 

economy is beginning to make em impact but the people have not yet 

completely adopted a,modern cash economy. The Kando!<a-Laubori Copra 

Narketing Society was founded in 1960, but it appears that many people 

still do not unders'tand its underlying principals. 
i 

In the early part of this year, a Cargo cult s\'lept across much of 

the Kaliai area. Fr. Hermann Janssen, in a privately circulated report 

dated t,1ay, 1970, states that although a majority of the villages in the 

area surrou!1ding the place of origin of the cult) Me{tavale, joined the 

cult, there Here others that chose not to do so. 

Although recent ethnographic data on much of the Kaliai area is 

limi ted) vie do have detailed reports by both David Counts and Dorothy 

Counts on Kandoka, one of the villages mentioned by Janssen i'lhich did 

not join this cult. Counts and Counts also visited Bibling Ridge, now 

reportedly a hotbed of Cargo cult activity. Both Kandoka and Bibling 

Ridge have attempted pragmatic means of attaining Cargo. But it seems 

that Kandoka has continued in its pragmatic quest. whereas Bibling Ridge 

has espoused the magico-religious means of Cargo cult. I think that 

the difference betHeen the reactions of the tylO villages to the Cargo 

cult doctrine may be found in their relative appreciation and use of 

European time, especially the long-term future-oriented European macro-

time. 

Kandoka village had a fair understanding of European macro-time, 

illustra ted by the attitudes of both the counselor of the viLlage, Pen-Ta, 
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and the big man, Kolia. PeiNa, one of the leaders of the Ga~u lumu 

(men's house) returned from tvlenty-five years of police work with ideas 

for the Ilmodernization ll of Kandoka. He was instrumental in the decision 

of Gapu ~umu to try to de-emphasize traditional extended ceremonial 

exchanges and replace them Hith increased cash cropping, and to sub-

stitute cash for ~ ula... (shell currency) in their more limited remaining 

ceremonial exchanges. (Counts, D.E.A. 1968: 116) He helped the men of 
i 

Gapu lUT!1u -to raise forty-foUl" dollars to purchase a hot air copra drier 

from the administration. He himself was an active copra producer, an 

activity ¥lhich certainly required long-term thinking, and his platform 

for council candidacy ¥las that Kandoka needed to produce more copra so 

that more cash would floYl into the village. (Ibid: 203) Also interest-

ing is the fact that PeiNa helped his fellaH Kandokan, Naloko, to turn 

in to government officials a man Hho preached Cargo cult doctr'ines Hhi1e 

in a police uniform. (Counts and Counts, intervieH: 1970) 

PeiNa was certainly no figurehead government official like many of 

the earlier government-appointed native officials. He was a pm-lerful 

man in the traditional status system, sharing the leadership of one of 

the two village lu~~, and was supported in his council candidacy by 

Kolia, the big man of the village and head of the other lumu. And he 

rec.eived seventy-four of eighty-five votes cast in his Hard of the nevlly 

formed European-based council system. (Counts, D.E.A. 1968: 205) His 

views, therefore, can be taken as an indication of those of his fellol'l 

villagers. 

Kolia's time values also incorporated European macro-time concept-

ualization and utilization. A strong indication of his time Vie\'ls is 
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expressed in a speech he made on April 17, 1967, to the Bibling Ridge 

people urging them' to join a proposed local govel'nment council. 

Hhat about your children? Look at all these children, 
all these babies--"'Ihat auout them? Are they going 
to have to live like your ancestors? That's Hhat 
the election is about. It's about our childl-1en. To 
reject the council for these children--that's not 
right! (David Counts, 1967) 

These sentiments would probably not have been expressed by a ('lelanesian 

i 
leader before white contact. Kolia living a hundred years ago Hould 

probably have been concerned only ",Tith his personal fortunes, knoHing 

that his wealth \<lould probably be dissipated through ritual distribution 

upon his death. But ",Tith the understanding of European time, Kolia can 

see that \.hen he is dead, the results of his endeavors will not be 

completely lost. 

Kolia's feelings about the future, about the children, are echoed 

by many other inhabitants of Kandoka. An indication of this lies in 

their attitude toward their copra plantations as future-oriented invest-

ments. As Dorothy Counts states: 

In public meetings in Kandoka much emphasis is placed 
on the fact that cash cropping is a long-term 
investment that Hill bring benefits to their children. 
Copra· plantations that are planted today may not bring 
many significant changes in the material standard of 
living of the adults of Kancloka, and they realize and seem 
to accept this fact. (Counts, D.E.A. 1968: 119) 

In 1967 Kandoka had an active and on-going copra co-operative run ln 

conjunction ",lith a native-run (albeit mission-sponsored) trade store. 

They o\-med 2579 coconut palms and proposals had been made to buy a ship 

so that they could transport their OHn copra to RabauI. (Counts and 

Counts, 1966-67) 
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The attitudes of the leaders Peiua and Kolia, and the demonstration 

of support of their leaders by the acceptance of cash cropping by most 

of the villagers, indicates that Kandoka has come to terms ,'lith the 

importance of European 'macro--time, especially in the e~onomy and polity. 

Since Kandokans can appreciate the European time values associated Hith 

economic development, they can realize that immediate fulfilment of their 

goals is unrealistic. Not only/do they seem to recognize this fact, 

but they accept it. Resul tantly, Janssen I s reported cargo cult vIas not 

Helcome in Kandoka. 

European micro-time is beginning to be used in l\andoka, indicating 

that a change from transitiona.l to agricultural investment periods may 

be in the offing. But in 1967 there Has only one Hatch in the village 

other than that of the Counts, and day-to-day activities involving pattern 

maintenance and integl'ation seemed to operate more on Helanesian than on 

European time. (Counts and Counts, interview: 1970) I Hish I could 

discuss in greater detail the impact of the maintenance of traditional 

time, but additional data to do so is not available. 

Hhereas the people of Kandoka have to a great extent accepted 

European macro-time, the people of Bibling Ridge have not. He have 

indications of an attempted cargo movement in the moves of the villages 

of Benim, Angul, and Gigina from the interior bush closer to the Aria 

RiVer and the government station. He can further deduce that the Bibling 

Ridge people Here operating on ~1elanesian time Hhen we discover that 

Cargo cult rumors began to spread after the move. Counts and Counts 

discovered the source of some of these Cargo cult rumors-·-a big man named 

McMASTFR I)NIVfRSITY lIBRA.RY 
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• .. ..,Then Aikele sent for knives, axes, and shovels 
to be paid for Hith his pension, he told people 
that he had sent a pas (letter) and God sent 
cargo. . . -(Counts and Counts, 1966-67) 

Given the pattern of Melanesian Cargo cults, it would ~e .logical to 

: assume that Aikele 'ITaS concerned ..,lith immediate arrival of cargo, Hith 

. traditionalistic Uelanesian time. This assumption is, hOHever, unsub-

stantiated. 

We do have an indication of Aikele's perception of time in his 

atti tude tOlvards the Bibling Ridge Coconut Project. In 1963 the admin-

istration offered to start the Bibling Ridge people on their way to cash 

cropDing Hith a gift of seed coconuts. At the urging of Aikele (and 

others) these coconuts Here left to rot on the ground. It seems that 

if Aikele had assimilated the futUl"e-orientation that Kolia has grasped, 

he Hould not have Ul'ged his people to reject cash cl'opping. 

Aikele's rejection of the government-sponsored cash cl'opping 

scheme goes hand-·in-hand Hith his espousal of Cargo cult doctrines. 

Not only did he sup;gest that they reject the government project, but 

also he proposed that they retUl'n to their ancestral homes because cargo 

would not come unless they did so. This amounts to a rejection of the 

pl'evious Cargo movement. 

In 1967 the Bibling Ridge people again indicated their UImillingness 

to accept European time: I quoted Kolia's speech to the Bibling Ridge 

people earlier. Kolia vTas espousing not only the local government 

council, but also the long-term economic development \"rhich he thought the 

council Hould encourage. But the people of Bibling Ridge did not accent 

the council. They chose instead to continue with their traditioIlal 
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economic patterns, and indicated the fact in no uncertain terms to the 

administration's representative, Patrol Officer Kelley. 

I 

You are a Hhite man and you live as you 1-'1ant 
and 1-'1e blacks are going to live as He \'lant. 

(David Counts, 1967) 

I find a good summation of the difference betHeen KandokaI). and 

Bibling Ridge time values in Dorothy Counts' statement: 

The Y~ndokans and the Bibling Ridge people provide 
examples of marked cont"rasts in attitudes toward economic 
change. It vIas understood by the Kandokans that many 
of the material benefits to be derived from cash cropping 
would be enjoyed more extensively by their children than 
by· themselves , and they consi.dered their copra plantations 
to be investments in the future of their children. In 
contrast, the people of Bibling Ridge, .:ho have attempted 
to attain material benefits through cargo cult activi.ties, 
seem to be.primarily interested in increased amounts of 
cargo for themselves. They do not seem to be greatly concerned 
I-'Tith the future of their childpen, at least with reference 
to their place in modern society. (Counts, D.E.A. 1968: 216) 

The Kaliai material substantiates our thesis. Kandoka, vlhich has 

accepted European macro-time in the economy and polity, has continued 

a Cargo movement which is leading to the further acceptance of cash 

cropping as a means of entering the modern cash economy. Resultantly, 

Kandoka has not accepted the Cargo cult doctrines preached by its neiv,h-

bours of Bibling Ridge. The Bibling Ridge people have not satisfactorily 

come to terms Hith the prerequisite for a successful Cargo movement, the 

recog!lition and acceptance of European macro-time. And as would be ex-

pected, Bibling Ridge has Hholeheartedly onted for a scheme utilizing 

the 'futurelessness 1 of t1elanesian time, the Cargo cult reported by 

Janssen. 

I would like to further substantiate the difference betw~en 

Melanesian and European time and its l'elationship to Careo cult by again 
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refering to SchHartz' analysis of the Paliau' Movement of ~1anus. 'SchHartz 

distinguished seven phases of the Paliau Hovement; these can be grouped 

i.nto movement nhases and cult phases. ~'lovement phases utilize European 

macro-time, Hhereas cult phases use traditionalisti.c Nelanesian time. 

Paliau began the movement Hith a goal-culture of the IlNel-lfela Fashiontl 

(SchHal'tz, 1962:. 227) The first hio phases of the movement, the Local 

Phase and the Initial t10vement Phase, had long-term futur'e goals. The 
{ 

flNe,vfela Fashion" Has not to be attained overnight, and Paliau tried to 

make this fact clear to his folloHers. He had a vision of native econom-

ic development, but this vision was of the future. Pa1iau's fol101-7ers 

seem to have understood his goals, and seem to have incorporated them 

into their OHn outlooks. But Hhereas Paliau had had intensive contact 

Hith the European culture, and' the European conce.pt of the future, such 

"las not the case Hith many of his foll0'"ers. Perhaps they could under--

stand his words, but the philosophy of goals Hhich would not be realized 

for many years may have been beyond the SCODe of their conception. 

The Paliau r10vement illustrates. a thel:1e common to many Helanesian 

developmental schemes. The leader has a plan for long-term development 

and has the understanding of European macro-time necessary to implement 

his plans. Although the goals of the leader may be understood by his 

folloVlers, the amount of time necessary to implement these goals may 

not be realized. Resultant1y a schism occurs--fo11mrers attemnt to gain 

the goals of the leader immediately. 

This happened to Yali· of the Rai Coast RedeveloDment plan (La'drence, 

196L~), it. haDpened to Tommy Kabu of the Purari Delta (Nahler, 1961) and 

it happened to Paliau. 
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Hapei of Nirol had a dream. His dream said that there was a 

faster way of attaining the goals of the "Nm.,rfela Fashion" than that 

which Paliau proposed. Instead of the indefinite future of. the 

Initial Hovement, Hapei dreamed of a definite future,. specifically .the 

follovling Sunday. Hith Hapei!s dreain the Noise, or First Cult Phase, 

began. Soon other people Here having dreams similar to those of Hapei, 

and the Hoise spread rapidly from village ·to village, Hi th a local 

prophet in each. 

Tajan was one such local prophet. He had visited V/apei!s village 

in a canoe, but VIas not alloHed to land. Neverthele,ss he witnessed a 

,!miracle I performed by Hapei, a fire burning on his canoe Hhich dis-

appeared without a trace upon a command from V/apei. This !miracle! 

Has ~nough to convince him of the worth of the new cult, and he immed-

iately left to spread the message to his OH11 village, Houk. 

Houk, hOHever, Has the village in Hhich Paliau had set up his 

OHl1 headquarters. And. Tajan of Houk vias one of Paliau r s lieutenants. 

When Tajan returned to Houk, it·would seem that a confrontation should 

have taken place. Such did not happen. Instead, Paliau allo'lTed Tajan 

to preach the neH cult doctrine. And, most interestingly, IfPaliau was 

also caught up in the !~o~se and experienced the ~uri~ (compulsive trem-

bling) Hith the othersfl. (Ibid: 272) But after seveY'al days Paliau 

left Houk and Hent to Baluan, a Seventh Day Adventist stronghold VIhich 

had barricaded itself against outside intrusion and introduction of the 

Noise. 

The Noise stopped almost as rapidly as it began. Prophecies Here 

made that the cargo Hould appear on a certain date. This date passed, 
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no cargo arrived,' and cult follOl'iers became disillusioned. Hapei, 

the original prophet, was killed by his irate follOl"lers. Paliau 

returned from Baluan to regain leadershiD in Houk and 'officially' 

declare that the Noise was at an end. 

Hapei~ Tajan, and other local prophets did not reject Paliau's 

goals; rather they used them as the basis of their ovm doctrines. 
/ 

The 

difference vlas in means, not in ends. 'flapei merely hoped to short-

circuit Paliau's program by substituting Melanesian time which he 

understood for European time which he did not understand. 

As SchHartz notes: 

There Has a particular futurelessness about the 
cult .... The time distance of the goal Has set 
not in years or generations ahead, but a few days. 
No one was asked to work for the sake of his 
children. ... (Ibid: 370) 

This lifuturelessness" is basic to Melanesian time values. By taking 

a recognition of i1elanesian time and using it as the basis of a new 

ritual, ;'Tapei I'Jas essentially creatiI1g traditionalism out of tradition. 

Although Paliau's "NeHfela Fashion ll indicates that he had a fair 

understanding of European time, it seems that he vTas not past reverting 

to Melanesian time should it be discovered that it might Hork. But 

Melanesian traditionalistic time Has proclaimed not by Paliau, but by 

his follOlvers such as \-lapei and Tirol, who, it seems, had little or no 

understanding of European time. It is notable that Paliau Has not the 

leader of the cult, although he could have been had he chosen to do so. 

Rather, he let others try it out. Hhen traditionalistic time failed, 

and Paliau' s "NeHfela Fas_~_~~r:~' goals seem to indicate that he exoected 

it to fail, he Has able to r·e-establish his OHn progpam operating on 
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long-term European time. As Schwartz states: 

He told them that the Noise had been true, that 
it had been sent by God,bu-t that it had the 
tryim of the Devil in·it. Hapei and the "others 
had lied and misled the people into madness .... 
Thus without repudiating the validity of the 
beliefs on i"lhich the Noise v!as premised,. Paliau 
declared it to be at an end. (Ibid: 273) 

Helanesian time was certainly not abandoned completely after the 

First Cult phase. Although th~ Paliau t10vement reasserted itself after 

the First Cult, thepe were still village leaders vlho were convinced 

that cult, and not movement, was the ultimate ansVier to their particular 

goals. These Here men Vlho still had not gpasped the. content of Paliau's 

message that economic development Has a slow, demanding Drocess which 

could promise nothing for the immediate future. As the Organizational 

Phase of the Paliau t10vement gave 'day to the Plateau Stage, Paliau1s 

goals came to be seen by these me'1 as more and more distant, more and 

mope Eupopean. 

Hith the increased Europeanization of the time factor carne a con-

comitant unrest· and reasserted desipe for the immediate fulfilment of 

goals offered by Helanesian time. Those villages Vlhich joined the 

Second Cult Vlepe generally those Vlhich had the least prestige Vlithin 

the movement. There are many reasons for this lack of prestige, but 

by and large it Has caused by a lack of success in adapting to the 

values of the movement. The village of ~·1alei, for instance, was the 

first to experience the pe-introduction of cult activities. Malei 

had a movement leader, Pondia, young, inexnerieneed, and viptually 

vTithout power in the village political structure, which Has controlled 

by the old big man, Kilopwai. Huch the same holds true for Lm'!aja, the 
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other important villag~ in the vanguard of the Second Cult. Pantret, 

the movement leader, had no tradi tion--derived legitimacy as a leader 

and no pOHer Hithin the village. Rather, the village lC<ider Has Petrus 

Popu, the old traditionally-minded lU!-_E.iai_, The lack of acceptance of 

young forvrard-looidng leaders .muld seera to indicate a lack of accept-

ance of forward-looking time, YThich in turn might be the reason for 

the 10H statuses of these villages Hithin the movement. 

Since these villages were losing prestige in the movement, Schwartz 

postulates that they might have tried to regain some of their lost status 

by acting as vanguard of the new cult. He can read ,into this that the 

lack of acceptance of European time vias resDonsible for frustration, 
.-

inability to attain European time-based goals while maintaining Nelanesian 

time values, and consequent reversion to a nei'! ideology, f.1elanesian 

traditionalistic time, 

SchHartz finds that the Second Cult phase in Hanus arrived just 

before the establishment of the Hative Council. He can see the Native 

Council as a firm commitment to and legitimization of European time. 

And in this Sc1martz sees one of the reasons for the Second Cult re-

action. 

. •. the Second Cult may be seen as an attempt by 
its adherents to attain the ultimate goal-culture 
through supernatural means and the- agency of ghosts, 
and to do-so before they resigRed themselves to 
the sloYTer and more arduous program of the Hovement, 
to which they Hould be committed under pain of 
government-backed sanctions once the Council was 
legitimized. (Ibid: 381) 

An analysis of the Second Cult shoHs much the same pattern as the 

First Cult, vlith one important difference. Hhereas the First Cult 

embpc:lCed most villages cG[m~litted to the }-10vement, the Second Cult acted 
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more as a separating factor: people H~re committed either to cult or 

movement. He see a more clear-cut definition of those leaders Hho had 

successfully assimilated European time values and those Vlho had not. 

iWe might postulate from this that the final phase of the Paliau !1ove

ment, the Officialization Phase,- Hill have a better chance of success, 

as it becomes evident that more and more of Paliau T s f0110lt1ers have 

assimilated the European time values necessar'y to economic development. 
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CONCLUSION 

By using time values' as a variable in the difference betvreen 

Cargo Cult and Cargo Hovement, I have tried to indicate a difference 

betvleen those NeH Guinea Deoples Hho have been able to adaDt to the 

I 
European economy as opposed to,those Hho have not been able to make 

this change and who instead have chosen to attain Cargo goals by 

means of Cargo cult activities. At the same time, I have supported 

Hoselitz! suggestion that tradition is not necessarily oDposed to 

economic development in transitional societies. 

Due to lack of data, I have been unable to check mope fully 

into the ramifications of maintenance of traditional time in the 

pattern-maintenance and integrative subsystems. This is a project 

for futupe study. 

Perhaps the time distinction beh:een Capgo cult and Cargo move-

ment might also be of use in future study as a means of further sep-

arating those people who hAve chosen the dead end of Capgo cult fpom 

those Hho have been identified vTPongly with them but Hho, instead, have 

indicated an ability to adapt to the Euronean economy in ways unrecog-

nized by a government administpation. 

I have analyzed time values in a kind of post-dictive Hay. Insofar 

as I properly undepstand the material on the Kaliai and :"!anus Deop1e, 

the analysis works. But far more useful Hould be the utilization of 

this idea in a predictive way as a Horkin~ tool in both the future study 
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of New Guinea and pragmatic efforts designed to ease the shock of 

culture change and encourage constructive adaptation to the inevitable 

imposition of the European economy. I see the conclusions reached in 

!this paper not so much as ends in themselves, but rather as propositions 

I to be studied in the field and checked with reference, not to books of 

a,nalysis by other anthropologists, but by reference to the people of 

Nmv Guinea themselves. / 
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